
Name:________________________________________________ Period:__________ 

Medieval Coat of Arms/ Shield Project 
 
In the 12th century, knights began wearing helmets that completely concealed their faces except for two narrow slits for 
the eyes.  It made knights unrecognizable to both his friends and his enemies.   Symbols on the knights shields were used 
to aid in recognition during a battle.  By the 15ths century, shield designs became more complex.  Each knight had his 
own heraldic designed marked on his shield, his tunic, and even on the cloth covering his horse.  This design of the 
knights was known as a coat of arms.  
 
For this project you will create your own Coat of Arms as well as write a 1 page paper describing your shield. 
 
The shield you create must…. 
 

1. Include NO MORE than 4 colors (Background Colors) 
2. Include an accurate Mark of Cadency  
3. Include 3 Heraldic Symbols 
4. Be Neat and contain Accurate Heraldic Symbols 

 
The 1 page paper must explain why you choose the colors, mark of cadency, and heraldic symbols you did, as well as 
create & answer TWO HIGH LEVEL/ SUPPORTING QUESTIONS  about medieval military and warfare (Weapons & Armor, 
Knights, Castles, ect).  You WILL need to research information in order to answer the questions.   The paper should be 1 
pg typed double spaced or 2 pg handwritten front & back.  Font size Times New Roman 12 or smaller.  
 
 
For each High Level/ Supporting  Question, you must have the following… 
 

1. Claim (Statement answering the question) 
2. Minimum 2 Piece of Evidence for each question(Direct Quote supporting claim) 
3. Reasoning (Further information explaining details in the evidence) 
4. Minimum 1 Source (Proper MLA format)  

 
 How to Cite your Sources 

Books:  
Author’s last name, author’s first name. Title of book. City of publication: name of publisher, date of 
publication. 
 
One author: 
Banter, Nej. Fantastic Jewelry Designs. New York: Silversmith Publishing, Inc., 1976. 
 
Two or more authors: ABC order 
Jordan, Sandra, and Mike L. Angelo. What’s Under the Paint. Rome: Easel Books, 1929. 
 
Internet: 
Author’s last name (if given), author’s first name (if given). “title of the article.” Internet: <Internet address> 
Date you got the information. 
 
Bryant, Bonnie. “Horse With Their Saddles Off.” Internet: http://www.whinnyandneigh.com May 21, 2000. 
 

 

Shield and paper is due -------------->   

http://www.whinnyandneigh.com/


Name:________________________________________________ Period:__________ 

Medieval Coat of Arms/ Shield Checklist 
 

SHIELD:                                                Self-Assessment: 
 

Assess yourself:    Mark U = Unsatisfactory, S = Satisfactory, E = Excellent 
 
 

 
Uses at least two colors but no more than four colors ____ 

In reference to background colors 
 
Mark of Cadency representing you family status ____ 
 
 
Three Heraldic Symbols representing your personality ____ 
 
 
Neatness: Is your shield presentable? ____ 
 
 
PAPER: 
 
 
Each of the 3 Heraldic symbol are explained & how they represent you ____ 
 
 
Each color is explained & how they represent you  ____ 
 
 
The Mark of Cadency is explained & how it represents your family status ____ 
 
 
At least two supporting questions are created and answered ____ 

4 or more sentences per question 
 
Paper is at least 1 page long typed or 2 pages handwritten  ____ 

Font size Times New Roman 12 or smaller.   
 
 
No Spelling or Grammatical Errors ____ 
 
 
There is a proper citation of sources used on a separate page. ____ 
 
 
 

 


